SUCCESS WITH PEDIATRIC PATIENTS

“visualizing a preferred future” places a
positive focus on the discussion. Questions such as, “If I saw your child at
your home in three months and things
were really going well, what would
I see?” or “In three months…when
you see your child moving around
your home, what might make you
say, ‘Wow, something is different. He
is doing well’’’ can begin the process
of defining and agreeing on specific,
attainable treatment goals.5

Planning

Practitioners can use a scaling question
to guide caretakers in making specific
plans to accomplish the agreed-upon
goals. This method involves the caretaker identifying, on a scale from one
to ten, “the number that represents the
child’s current performance and the
number that represents the child’s performance at the completion of intervention (the preferred future)….” A score
of one indicates low performance and

ten indicates high performance. The
practitioner can then discuss specific
interventions that will be required to
help the child move toward the higher
performance indicated by the parents’
second score.
The use of a Family Routine and
Activity Matrix can help identify
specific “activities, times, and roles
of family members” for achieving the
treatment goals.5 This process is more
specific than the preferred future
visualization used during goal setting. The questions asked during this
process guide the parents in thinking
about and describing specific activities at key points throughout the day
that represent particular challenges
to the child or provide opportunities
to support the child in achieving the
established goals. A detailed discussion
like this can help the practitioner gain
a more accurate understanding of the
supports and constraints within each
patient’s environment.
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Implementation and Evaluation

During follow-up visits, practitioners
can guide the caretakers by asking for
their insights on the effectiveness of
the treatment and work out possible
solutions to challenges that arose after
the last visit. The use of self-report
outcome measures and referring to
the scaling questions used during the
planning stage can facilitate a constructive, solution-focused discussion.

Application to O&P

Objective, quantitative data is not available for many of the general factors that
contribute to successful treatment. A
consensus process, such as the Delphi
and structured interview methods
described in the articles reviewed, can
yield meaningful information when
considering the general behaviors
associated with successful patient care.
The questions asked at the beginning
of this article are a good way for individual practitioners to begin the process

